
The chief merits of this eminently
Ireadable book are first, that it gives a well
[ounded overview of many science-related
topics of interest to those involved in
lethics, philosophy of science, and public
policy analysis. Secondly, it provides fur
ther elucidation of what promises to be an
important concept in the philosophy and
historiography of science, viz., themata.
A third asset of the book is that it invites
scientists, philosophers, and historians to
immerse themselves in the multidisci
plinary aspects of the scientific enterprise.
By showing what insights about creativity
are revealed by analysis of themata and
social parameters affecting science,
Holton has enabled us to begin closing the
gap of understanding between scientists
and nonscientists and to initiate the
educational reforms necessary to integrate
the sciences and the humanities.

Whatever flaws are in these essays, in
my estimation, are minor. The concept of
"themata" needs more work, as does any
emergent notion in the philosophy of
science. A further clarification of precise
ly what is meant by "themata" and how
one might identify them is needed. Since
Holton provides neither a list of themata
nor a clarification of them, beyond his
"concept-method-hypothesis" categoriza
tion, much work remains to be done in
this area by interested historians and
philosophers of science. The book's merit
of combining public policy and social in
vestigations with philosophical and meth
odological analyses also presents a flaw;
the theme of the book is not precisely
unified. This, however, is probably a con
sequence of the fact that six of the eleven
chapters originally appeared as book
reviews 01' articles on quite divergent
science-related topics. Another deficiency
is that the brilliant and original scholar
ship of the outstanding second chapter
(on the Millikan-Ehrenhaft dispute) is not
equalled by that in several of the later
chapters (e.g., Eight and Ten) which are
largely book-review comments. More
over, although Holton's presentation of
the views of Reich, Roszak, Popper, and
Lakatos is essentially correct, he seems to
me to have erred slightly in oversimplify-
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ing their positions and thereby rendering
them strawmen. These minor flaws,
however, ought not be misunderstood in
the context of the importance of Holton's
book. Like Einstein and Szilard, two of
his heroes, Holton has combined the
methodological and epistemological
astuteness of the philosopher of science
with the charisma and conscience of a
prophet addressing the social conse
quences of science. The~ result is an ex-,
cellent volume, both for the intelligent
layman and the advanced undergraduate
and for the scholar in science 01'

philosophy. For this Holton deserves ac··
claim. []
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Though his Rousseau study was published
first and he sees both volumes as able to
stand on their own feet independently,
Lemos has undertaken to connect
Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau in a line of
progressive development concerning the
formation of a civil society of
autonomous persons. His primary sources
are Hobbes' De Cive and Leviathan,
Locke's Second Treatise on Civil Govern
ment, and Rousseau's three Discourses
and The Social Contract. The books are
not intended as philosophical scholarship
within the interpretive traditions on the
three, so much as "purely philosophical
treatment" (H & L, ix; R, viii) of their
several "positions." Lemos claims he ca
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interpret and discuss these primary tion at alle This ontological analysis of
sources without any use of "historical "act" bears directly on body politic, ex
questions having to do with such matters plaining why no one person can actually
as which of [their] predecessors and con- live entirely alone, effectively.
temporaries may have influenced [them] The Hobbes sections contain continual
in one way or another and how what [they references to the possibility, even
say] on some topic may have been due to "plausibility," that maybe Hobbes the
some purely contingent historical cir- egoist and naturalist [sic] intended to
cumstance or situation. I have been con- show that "natural obligations" can be
cerned throughout, not with historical derived from ethical egoism as weIl as
matters, but rather, with what we may they can be so-derived from nonegoist
with some propriety refer to as the theories (H & L, 17, 26-31). Granting con
timeless philosophical significance of siderable merit to Lemos's presentation of
[their positions] and arguments" (H & L, the universality in Hobbes's "science of
ix-x; R, ix). natural justice," it is curious that he at-

The nonhistorical, noncontingent tributes this paradox to Hobbes instead of
schema used to interpret the three in- discarding the anachronistic schema
volves the categories "egoism"-"non- which produced it.
egoism" and "naturalism"-"non- The difficulty of sustaining his self
naturalism." Lacking references or ex- in1posed Procrustean schema appears
planation, the reader is to suppose the again when, refloated by a fresh start, he
timeless presence of recent Anglo-Saxon sails into the seas of Locke interpretation.
or Kantian nonnaturalistic theories as For example, although he correctly sees
beyond "contingent" historical dispute. that Locke finds men in the state of
Given these, how do Hobbes, Locke, and nature to be "biased by their Interest, as
Rousseau shake down under these test weIl as ignorant for want of study of it,"
criteria? These two volumes are the logs "partial to themselves," that "they who by
of that shake-down cruise. Hobbes does any Injustice offended, will seldom faH,
poorly, Locke a bit better, and Rousseau where they are able, by force to make
best of alle good their Injustice," and that these are

Lemos runs aground on the evidence all natural "imperfection" (H & L, 88f.,
early in his voyage. Having said (H & L, 104f.), he still claims that Locke is a
3) that Hobbes's political thought is in- "nonegoist" and "nonnaturalist" in sharp
dependent of his metaphysics, Lemos contrast to Hobbes (H & L, 78). How is it
then commits two major errors. First, he that the same or nearly identical claims
overlooks his own citation because of the about natural man make Hobbes an
Procrustean schema ordained as chart for "egoist" and Locke a "nonegoist"? This is
the voyage. He quotes from Leviathan never explained; apparently the dramatic
that "liberty" means ability to act where movement of the story from egoist to
impediment does not prevent, "according nonegoist to "synthesis" (R, 83f.) on the
as his judgment, and reason should dic- two, requires poetic license at this point.
tate to hirn," and then in1mediately says The Rousseau volun1e is not only
this passage licenses a purely naturalistic longer, but obviously was Len10s's chief
"power"-definition of liberty (H & L, 14). concern, written first and immensely
The vital qualification that reason and more detailed and sympathetic. However,
judgment decide, is simply dropped. Sec- it still conforms to the schema: the prob
ond, because he has omitted the study of lern of The Social Contract, we are told, is
Hobbes's metaphysics, he does not see "to unite the two sets," the natural non
that "power" in De corpore and elsewhere moral with the moral nonnatural, by
can never refer to unilateral or individual reason alone because experience gives us
action. All "power" is "plenary," meaning the two completely separated (R, 83f.).
two or more beings interacting under Again anachronistically, Kant's dualism
common conditions, if there is to be ac- of reason and nature is employed to ex-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -------------------------



plain what Rousseau meant (R. 4f.,
91-95f., 190f., inter alia). How can one be
anachronistic and "timeless" at the same
time? If the dualism here is timeless, Kant
is not any more useful than anyone else as
interpretive guide. Or so it may seem.
Lemos is somewhat aware of this puzzle;
he says that Kant's moral theory is "im
plicit" in Rousseau, and that it is "sanc
tioned by the spirit animating these
works." If Rousseau were here today, he
would have argued as is done herein (R,
101). Is this spirit "timeless"? If so, is it
also Rousseau's?

The core difficulty many thinkers have
seen in Rousseau's moral theory is that of
accounting for the anomaly that ideas and
reasoning only emerge through sociallife
(R, 9, citing Soc. Contr. I/viii), in which
society man's nature is also simultaneous
ly corrupted, yet withal, our socially
emergent reason alone is to gain a pur
chase within corrupt society by which to
construct noncorrupting civil institutions
for a new and safe freedom. This
emergent reason, as Lemos shows,
gradually finds out that the natural had
been nonmoral, the moral clearly non
natural; he sees this view in Rousseau as a
Pauline Christian view (R, 4f., 98f.). But
though reason is now to synthesize the
moral with the natural, there seems to
have been an original or ontological
dualism there to begin with: physics ex
plains sensation and the "formation of
ideas"; but willing is "purely spiritual and
wholly inexplicable by the laws of
mechanism" (R. 18, citing Disc. on Ine
quality, Masters, p. 170). An outsider
might guess that Rousseau has a sort of
Pauline man who is half egoist by original
sin, and that since Hobbes sees man's
nature to be neutral in this, with three
passions inclining us to peace and three to
quarrel, then why is Hobbes the "egoist"?
ür, when Hobbes takes our right to live as
inalienable, how is he an egoist and
Rousseau a nonnatural champion of
Kantian autonomy for saying the same
thing (R., 57)?

It would be ironically Procrustean if I
were to cut off the many excellent sections
of these volumes in order to highlight only
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difficulties. I would particularly recom
mend the Hobbes sections V on the:
authorization of the sovereign and VIII
on the limits of same; the Locke sections
XI-XIII on the "essentially moral" quality
of property, and the Rousseau sections 111
on the importance of our bodily form to
moral agency, and XXVIII on property
and the common good. '80th volumes ar(~

replete with instances of illuminating
evidence and interpretation enabling a
bettel' grasp of the three thinkers than
orthodox handbooks allow.

Though it might 'warrant another
review, one might study Lemos strictly
regarding what he calls the "logic" of
liberty and consent (H & L, 124).
Throughout, he intersperses commentary
exemplifying recent Anglo-Saxon analytic
philosophy on "natural," "nonnatural,"
"egoism," "nonegoisrn," "moral," and so
on. This is done to give us the tools for
working on the problem of how to civilize
egoistic humans (cf. H & L, 14-16,42-54,
75-78, 94-98, 124, 165; R. 4f., 91-95,
190f.) As should be apparent, most of
these tools are those of the deontologists
(now "timeless"). The genuine merit of the
project is that the reader and I suspect,
the teacher with his or her class, will be
led from the bare rudiments of amoral
natural forces through gradual stages of
conflict, socialization, contract,
legitimization and review of governments,
to the ultimate goal of Illoral autonomy in
a republic of free persons. It is a
dramaturgy of the "logic" of liberty and
consent from natural beginnings, quite se
quential and frequently powerful in
Lemos's execution. Interspersed corn
ments show Lemos's deep concern over
slavery, oppression, poverty, and censor
ship. He often chastises his protagonists
for weaknesses in compassion or civility.
Thus, taken as a two-volume, three-part
drama from power to c:onsent to morality,
it is complex and shows considerable
development of the characters,
culminating in the coda of the moral liife
in a free republic. H:ad the work been
titled Egoism, Nonegoism and Civilized
Life, or some such-with all proper
names omitted - it might have been
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reviewable on those terms, "purely
philosophically" and "timelessly" (though
I could not have done so).

But Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau are
actual historical beings. It is their genius
and verve, in fact, which sometimes so
captivates Lemos that he leaves his
schema and pursues them into the
singular detail and artistry of their phil
osophical achievement, pace the Game
Plan of the Drama. I take this interpretive
integrity to be a strength in these volumes.

In conclusion, Lemos seems to have
meant his two studies for philosophical
teaching rather than for philosophically
historical scholarship, and to have
adopted a thesis-antithesis-synthesis for
mat to dramatize the tale for pedagogical
reasons. I suspect that two forces are at
work here - that it must seem easier to
teach political philosophy if a dramatic
sequence is unfolded act by act to the con
clusion and that it all gains more force
and vivacity if we give the characters
names instead of abstract concept titles
like Egoist, Nonegoist and Autonon10us
Man, or the like. So, we call them
"Hobbes," "Locke," and "Rousseau," as a
harmless poetic license, here dignified as
"timeless" and "purely philosophical," all
as means toward achieving the humaniz
ing ends of a teacher in the field.

The only problems, as I said, are that
there actually were persons with those
names, who had their own autonomy, and
are still "historical," and that while
lopping off vital evidence to shape our
play, we also self-deceptively mythologize
a tale of progress with a bad guy, a naive
good guy, and a tortured champion of the
Whole. Is this the best way to teach the
problems of civilizing men? If so, I would
ask that in future we give the characters
fictitious names in order to stay clear of
implying historical evidence for our
putatively timeless ideas. Or, we might
conclude that philosophers are all
historical beings and settle for the lack of
neatness which results when we meet and
tangle with their minds through careful
reading. Lemos tries to do both jobs, and
I suspect they do not mix. D
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